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Tareq al Hurasein: all residents in IH from 20 
to the early months of 2004 will surely rememb 
him. Better known as Terry, he was one of the 
most recognizable faces and names in IH. Terry 
sadly passed away on the 191h of March 2004. 
Although his profile decreased in 2004, he will 
stay in many of our memories. T his edition of 
Kanyana is dedicated in loving memory of Terry. 
To anyone who can remember, say it to yourself 
once again, "Terry is OK!" 
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It is indeed a great relief getting this yearbook out for your reading 
pleasure and to recapture the glorious times we all shared in 2004 
living in International House. When I undertook the task of Kanyana 
editor, little did I know that it was going to involve such extensive and 
intense work. But now that the magazine is at last completed, there 
is an overwhelming sense of achievement and satisfaction. I hope I 
have done my position justice and hope that you enjoy the read and 
treasure this magazine. Twenty years down the road, you will pull 
out this magazine from a dirty and dusty chest and the memories will 
come flooding back. 
And when they do, you will once again take time to remember 
the place that was once your home; a place where, despite all 
shortcomings, brotherhood did prevail. I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank everyone who co-operated and helped me in 
getting Kanyana done. Special thanks go out to Carla, June and 
Nick Jorgensen. Another person whose name I cannot afford to omit 
is Joseph from UQ Union Publishing. I apologise to all of you for 
being such a pain in the neck by bugging you for your contributions. 
It has been a real pleasure living under the same roof as every one 
of you and I wish you all the best in all your future undertakings. 
A word of advice to the next Kanyana editor: START EARLY, BE A 
BASTARD AND GOOD LUCK MATE! ! !  
Cheers 
Giri Subramaniam 
•
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My memories of International House for 2003/4 .... .  . 
a stormy start I n the car park with Valedtory 2003 in the rain 
maria masoN ·s tragic death in december 2003 
Thirty four nationalities represented at IH 
43 d Egree heat greated us on our first day of "o" week 
moved into the Residence at IH in february 
N ick's positive leadership of the Student Club 
grade point Average of 5.3 for semester 1, 2004 
Terry's (Tareq's) sad death in March 
the alumni assoc i ation re-established 
Sam start to sO iree and 'manfred - the snake' 
ba N dfest and the chocolates 
4Am wake up calls from the party people 
leather Lounges for the lvor Cribb Room 
sH op call at almost 9.30pm 
fOur kitchenettes re-furbished 
p and LJ lecture with Hon Mary Gaudron QC 
sunday bbqS on the lawn 
saying goodbye at the End of semester or year 
Carla Tromans 
2004 produced some great outcomes from the point of view of the 
Senior Tutor. 
First a viable tutorial program has been established bringing IH into 
line with most other UQ Colleges. Secondly the Senior Resident 
team worked exceptionally well together overcoming challenges 
and providing the college with a very high standard of pastoral care. 
Finally, under the guidance of College Director, Dr Carla Tromans, all 
college stakeholders became more cohesive. 
Developments like these will undoubtedly provide the college with a 
solid foundation on which to grow, the bottom line being an improved 
college for residents and staff alike. IH has always been a place to 
be proud of; since 2000 I have been privileged enough to meet more 
than a thousand special people from all across the world who have 
enriched my life. This year has left me confident that the qualities I 
love so much about IH are alive and well. 
Thanks to everyone who has been a part of this year. It has been a 
great experience and personally I have learned a lot, I hope you all 
gained something special too. 
All the best, 
Toby Pratt 
•
• 
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Again this year, IH was firewalled from the world due to 
the international viral war, perpetrated by cyber terrorists. 
These fiends create havoc making everyone's computer turn 
themselves off, or delete your assignment, of course just 
as it is finished ... but have no fear, the newly created and 
appointed, Jojo the IT guys is here. 
Yes the year of 2004 saw the creation of the role "IT Support 
Coordinator" but if asked, I would say "Oh me, I'm just the IT 
Coordinator .... " This I believe was a fantastic step towards 
sanity (of the residents, not the coordinator) as the college 
had been without resident IT support for several years now. 
Currently viruses are being vaporized, spy ware scared 
away, and XP SP2, well we won't go there. 
The role had its ups and downs, perks and pests. Some of 
my finer moments were setting up a counter-strike server so 
that night owls who were sick of their books could shed that 
stress and annihilate some 'virtual' terrorists, who were other 
residents trying to achieve the same result. In other words, 
computer generated gun shots could be heard from midnight 
to the wee hours of the morning in some peoples' rooms. 
This of course distracted some from their books, but it also 
allowed many to find new friends (or enemies) in which the 
tales of the night before would be parried back and forth 
across lunch time tables. 
Did you think I'd forget, of course not, here it is. For those 
who know, a big smile and an even bigger *wink, wink* or ; -) 
regarding the inner mysteries that live within our local area 
network. 
So in conclusion, I learnt a lot, I gained a lot, and I hope next 
year's IT support coordinator achieves the same. Viva la 
Geebins (ie geeks and geekdom) 
Uber-Geek Jojo 
1;l Preside'°'te
I suppose one can spend a lot of one's time reminiscing. 
Kenyana's arrival finally signals the curtain close of another 
year of International House life. For 39 years International 
House has produced triumphant highs, soul searching lows, 
unparalleled hilarity and righteous times for all. This year has 
been no different. 
I find it hard to place my finger on the source of our wickedly 
fun times. The heart of the college beats to the rhythm of 
our individual goals, dreams, secrets, fears, ambitions and 
idea's, and yet we are one. The journey has begun and life 
has taken another turn. 
Thank you for everyone's hard work and dedication 
throughout the year. What an amazingly splendid time we 
will enjoy looking back on our time at college. With your 
participation as not only an ambassador from your homeland 
or home town but as a participant in International House, it 
is truly something we can all be proud of. I think it is in our 
nature to only miss what we truly understand. I still don't 
understand even a fraction of the ways of the world or even 
the ways of International House, but I now know enough to 
realise, that I will look back on this year with the greatest of 
fondness. 
Good luck on your further journeys along the way. Perhaps 
our paths will cross again. 
Nicholas Jorgensen 
•
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This year as vice president, I felt I took on the usual role of president 
of photos and jerseys, but also a supporting role to the rest of the 
executive. Being one of the rare variety, that is a third year *gasp, 
shock, horror! * ,  I found I was a vault of knowledge upon to which I 
would distribute as much as I could to anyone who asked and even 
some who didn't. But enough of the trumpet, this year heralded great 
jerseys enjoyed by all, with even a second order! And a memorable 
5:30 am wake up call by the usual minions and me so that everyone 
had a full college photo to take home to the parents. Plans were also 
made for next year in which an awesome polo shirt, something semi 
formal, that everyone could wear to proudly display who we are and 
where we come from, would be available from the nearest student 
club outlet. 
I'd like to thank everyone who took part in any part of college life this 
year, as without the residents, this place is just brick, grass and the 
odd bush turkey. 
So thank you & see everyone next year, and remember being a third 
year is cool! 
Joseph Carroll 
-ihe. �e.c.ve.f-o.� "<:
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It has been a great year, a year that was full 
of surprises and challenges. I am pleased 
to report that the Student Club has been 
behaving well this year and that I have in 
total sent out about 40+ letters to outside 
sources. As a side benefit, I have also used 
my position to increase my sex appeal. So 
what does it feel like to be a main voice on 
the executive? To answer this, I must say 
that it has been great being the silent one 
in Exec meetings. So my part in a typical 
meeting goes like this: I leave out a few 
mumbled messages about the meeting 
location, time and date. This is not an easy 
task for me, for you see, I have this thing 
called phone-phobia. Those of you close 
to me would remember my screwed up 
message which involved the word "Oh F***". 
A few weeks later, Dr Carla called me in to 
her office to give me a lecture on the proper 
ethics of using the messaging system. 
So the meeting starts. The beauty of it 
is that I have never prepared an agenda 
beforehand, and yet the meeting seems to 
go along smoothly thanks to our charismatic 
and capable President, Nick. When the 
president finishes yammering about current 
issues and Jojo is done making his jokes, 
the president would always go around 
the table asking whether any of us have 
anything to say. And I am proud to say that 
I have never unleashed my strong defiant 
opinion of how the club should be run 
in any of the Exec meetings. And so the 
meeting ends. This passage is to demystify 
residents on what kind of funny rituals the 
Exec perform during the Exec meetings. 
Please refer to the Vice President on the art 
of receiving visions to guide the student club 
and summoning the God of Good Jokes. 
I have enclosed the following passage to 
spice up the appeal-factor of this article. 
A bird was flying by on a very cold winter 
day. Suddenly a cold chill swept by and the 
bird froze in mid-air and fell to the ground 
encased in a block of solid ice. A couple of 
hours later, a cow walked by and decided to 
crap on that very spot where the frozen bird 
was. The shit gradually melted the ice till it 
was possible for the bird to cry for help. 
"Help! Help! it cried. A cat heard the plea of 
help and realized it came from the pile of 
shit. Prodding around the pile of shit with its 
paws, it successfully managed to release 
the bird from it. The cat then gleefully tucked 
the bird into its stomach. 
What is the moral of this story? 
Those who shit on you might not be your 
enemy and those who get you out of shit 
might not necessarily be your friend. So 
when you're in deep shit, just keep quiet and 
keep your opinions to yourself. 
Joseph Lim Hsiao Ning 
•
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The year has been quite successful for the student club as a whole. 
With all events taken into account and the audit of student club for 
the past two years, we should move from the 2004 financial year in a 
strong position. 
The compulsory payment of 0-week fees saw an increase in 0-
week fees paid, in comparison to previous years. Boatcruise was 
a successful event with everything going to plan, but Bandfest was 
not quite as successful as far as its economics were concerned. 
Nevertheless it was a great event from an entertainment standpoint 
and had a few plusses emerge from it, such as the successful 
chocolate fundraising. A big thanks to Pia, for her involvement as the 
Bandfest Convenor. 
Sports ran under the budget with regards to equipment expenses, 
spelling good news for IH residents in 2005, as more equipment will 
be brought in before the end of the year. In addition, I have proposed 
an increase in the Gym budget to improve the facilities to benefit all 
residents. 
Soiree was an absolutely amazing event and was much larger 
both physically and financially this year. Despite some inevitable 
problems, Soiree can be deemed to be a success and big thanks to 
Eddie and Lara for pulling off such a high quality event. 
I'll just bore you with a little more details, but I'll be brief; Ball went 
without a problem, jerseys and photos ran to budget, Shop ran under 
budget and unlike in previous years, budgets have been allocated 
for the Library and to Charity. 
To sum it all up, this year has been a financially positive year for 
IH Student Club, without any serious problems. I have thoroughly 
enjoyed the position of Treasurer and would like to extend my thanks 
to everyone who co-operated. 
Daniel McGregor 
 
 
A Tow-e.v 
Wow what a great year the tower of abstinence, accountants, 
acrobats, artists, athletes and accompanists has had, with everyone 
really getting into the International House spirit. 
Highlights include: 
Esben's beautiful musical talent; playing for Soiree and the IH choir 
whilst winning the hearts of Women's college. 
Lorin's phenomenal Irish dancing, entertaining people at Soiree and 
the IH boys on Gents night and winning State championships. 
The Stanthorpe trio, Laura, Wally and Thomas, making A tower not 
only one of the most social towers but also the tower with the most 
inter tower 'love'. 
Emily's athleticism on the hockey field and x-country tack 
God's very amusing shag lest night and his achievements at 
Cromwell ball 
Chris's hatrix on gent's night 
Michelle F constant water rampage against C tower 
Michelle A great cricketing skills and adoring boyfriend 
Afrouz's constant support of IH sporting teams and very naughty 
shag lest 
Elgin's meow meow meow rejected! 
Sang-Hyun's 1 B'h birthday. 
Jon's marriage to a G towerian, great soccer ability and coaching 
Patrick's bravery after his biking accident 
Maja's Spoonie and constant rampages on other colleges. And let's 
not forget her abstinence vow. 
Thank you guys for making my job as SR this year such a pleasure. 
To those leaving I hope you cherish your memories from here and to 
those returning keep the A tower reputation alive. (I know it's corny) 
Have a great year! 
Your SR 
Jarrah 
•
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B is also good for beef, baloney, booze, bamboo . .  and the lot. 
Anyway, I wish to report that it has been a pleasure being the SR 
after taking over from Leon Tan (the previous SR for semester 1 ) . 
B is also for blessed and bold. For all those who remember, B was 
known as the "Brothel" tower in 2003. No more of that shit this year! 
As a significant step that will be forever cursed by the Girl Gods 
of B tower, starting 2004, boys were allowed to sully the majestic 
staircases of B tower. So, the luckiest boys in IH are in there. 
B is also for Best, as in best SR room. I have the privilege of having 
2 rooms, which just reeks of awesomeness. The room which does 
not accommodate the bed, is like an open question mark. What is 
it? What can be put in there? In semester 1, it was used by Leon as 
a shrine to his beloved. In semester 2, no shrine for anyone, but a 
proper study room! Isn't it just awesome? 
Still, there are some redeeming features of the room. It serves 
as a good filter for unwanted·guests. My strategy is to leave the 
music on in the room without the peephole. People who visit would 
think I'm in there knock on it, when I'm actually in the other room, 
looking through the peephole and sniggering at humanity's gullibility. 
Awesome isn't it? 
Having a room that is next to the main walkway is also good. I just 
open the window to see the situation in the dining hall. Gauging from 
the density of residents in there, I can judge whether dinner will be 
good or not. Doing so has saved me a few times from consuming 
un-yummy food. 
A few confessions too. The open window filters in noise easily. There 
are two kinds of noises: 1", the kind that keeps you awake when 
you want to go to bed. 2"", the kind of noise known as gossip. There 
were times where people would talk just outside the corridor, thinking 
that they were safe from busybody ears. But hah! I heard all of it. 
And juicy gossip too! So ends my little report of B tower. It has been 
a great year with great residents and even greater tower spirit. May 
the spirit of B tower always be in your hearts! 
Suzanne Hieu 
C.-Tow-e.v. 
This year C-Tower was graced by a great bunch of people that got 
along incredibly well. So well in fact that the use of the word family 
to describe them is really not that big of a stretch. I feel very lucky 
to be a part of this exceptional tower & have the opportunity to know 
all the personalities in it. We will all share our memories of the crazy 
antics, unique habits, & lively expressions of our fellow residents 
along with the events, outings & random nights in. 
The Cool Tower was characterised by many a unique sound 
including; Carlos's boisterous laugh, the call of "ea caaa, ea caaa! ", 
the whirr of Thomas's blender & food processor, many a good tune 
blasting from Steve's room & of course the "woo hoo woo woo hoo" 
song with Alex's more raunchy name used as the lyrics. Good luck 
to all of you, especially those who attempt to de-corrupt themselves 
from the conditioning of Missy & Steve! We move out of C-Tower 
with much more than we had moving in & a lot less nervous (unless 
we're looking over our shoulder for a fridge convenor yielding a 
bucket of water! ). 
C - Tower congratulations on completing one heck of year! 
Carley Lauder 
•
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D Tow-e.v 
What can I say guys? . .  it's certainly been a big year for the little 
family of D tower!! 
D tower's residents have also been highly involved in college 
life. With it being home to 2004's VP (Jojo); Secretary (Joseph); 
Social Convenors (Lauren & Jenna); Female Sports (Zoe); 
Survey Convenor (Blake); and Soiree Beer Convenor (Matty) and 
2005's Male Sports Convenor (Alex) and Shop Convenor (Blake). 
Congratulations everyone on your huge contribution to this 
fantastic college. 
However, D tower was characterised by more than people filling 
Student Club positions. It was our resident's various habits and 
possessions that really contributed to our uniqueness: Jojo's Kill 
Bill whistle, Alex's singing talents, Matty's blasting subwoofers and 
classy vehicle: the van; Lauren and Jenna's unofficial wine parties in 
the garden ... not to mention their awesome official parties; Joseph's 
guerrilla war tactics that usually left him and our common room 
drenched or full of flour and so many more. Yes, these are the things 
I will miss . . .  ohhh, the sense of nostalgia I'm getting from writing this 
is overwhelming! ! ! ! ! ! !  
Now I can't forget to mention the 'other' occupation that residents of 
D tower tend to pursue .. . the one that gives us our much-deserved 
alias: the tower of lurve! An ample mix of college inbreeding 
with those who found love elsewhere contributed to our high 
rate of relationships or should I say 'relations' .. . whatever! Yes D 
towerians, you should all be very proud of the effort that was put 
into retaining the reputation as the raunchy, passionate, love hungry 
nymphomaniacs!! Heh heh! 
I'm so glad I've had the opportunity to know you all. Thank you guys 
and gals on making this job more of a privilege than a source of 
employment! ! 
Love Zoe!! 
£- Tow-e.v. 
o� 1ow-e.v +o �e. -ih� M.l
As I'm sure all of my esteemed E-Tower colleagues will agree, this 
has been quite a year for our legendary abodel First, the presence 
of not one, but two, Nobel Prize winners, followed closely by a 
certain resident circumnavigating the globe and another discovering 
a rare species of alpine penguin! In all fairness, however, we 
should recognize the other, less renowned occupants of our 
tower .. . some noted for their infamous social activities, others for 
their sandwich-preparing abilities .. . and all of them world-famous for 
their controversial, passionate, and above all interesting approach to 
college life! 
The Boys: MOST CONTROVERSIAL 
Mr Spock - a rarity in today's world; a computer geek/ladies man 
who was never without an opinion on gender, religion, race .. . 
Mr Red - our resident Communist stirred up the melting pot that 
is IH, especially around election time, with his strong views on the 
current government! 
Mr X - controversial simply because of his shadowy presence, this 
first floor resident was cloaked in mystery for much of the year, to 
emerge triumphantly one tower supper to exhibit superb artistic 
skills .. . 
Mr Big - anti-tobacco campaigners would have him beheaded, but 
we loved our resident chimney from 5'" floor.. 
Mr Piano Man - his 'special' performance on Variety Night is lodged 
in our memory forever, and this dungeon resident also wins props for 
his commitment to smooth inter-tower relations. 
The Girls: FAMOUS FOR .. 
Miss Congeniality - This bubbly first-year impressed us all with her 
commitment to socializing and publicizing, and looks set to continue 
the tradition next year 
Miss 6" Sub - Breaking numerous hearts throughout the year, as
well as preparing a mean sandwich, she is known for her uncanny 
ability to have a good time wherever she goes! 
•
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Miss You - Although she didn't stay the entire year, this free-spirited 
E_ Towerian is fondly remembered for her great clothes and sweet 
nature, which won her lots of admirers. 
Miss World - This exchange student is famous for her appreciation 
of all that Queensland has to offer, especially in the way of blonde 
surfer boys! Also noted for artistic genius and a fondness for pizza. 
E-TOWER 
The tower itself has had quite a big year, culminating in its eventual 
status as the 'place to be'. Whether it was smoking on the balcony, 
gathering around the fireplace on chilly winter nights, hosting 
the big party after Soiree, cooking Mexican food in the kitchen or 
hallucinating from paint fumes at our canvas-paint '04 tower supper, 
there was always something fun going on. There have been good 
and bad times, but fortunately E-Tower residents have managed 
to stick together and form some great relationships within the 
tower, and have a great time in the process. Long live E-Tower and 
congratulations on a fantastic year! 
Bri Leo 
To describe the residents of F Tower in a short article does not really 
do them justice. F Tower 2004 has produced such a multi faceted, 
diverse collection of residents - a group of different cultures, 
backgrounds and ideas. A group of unique and incredible people that 
all managed to live together under one roof. 
In short, living in 'The F' in 2004 has been great. From Pablo's Board 
incident, to Jacinta's doggedness, to the chips stuffing competition at 
the first tower supper, F Tower has undoubtedly taken 'the F' in fun 
(excuse the pun! ) seriously. F Tower has also produced some great 
talent in 2005 - two 0 week convenors, a cross-cultural convenor 
and social convenor. 
I would like to personally thank everyone in F Tower for everything 
- from the laughs to hard times and to all the long chats in my study. 
You all made my year as being your senior resident really amazing. 
It has been an experience I will never forget. 
Keep the spirit alive, and remember . .  life is good. 
Eddie 
•
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The largest most rowdy tower of International House has certainly 
proved to be a wonderful place to stay. Diversity within one tower is 
an understatement. From the crazed antics of Mexicans to the sweet 
serenades of the Japanese and everything in between - G Tower 
offers it a II. 
The Tower suppers were always a pleasure (apart from the odd 
fiasco) and helped bring together people from the five floors, and 
let them enjoy a little time out from either hectic studying or intense 
partying. 
Apart from the occasional futon thievery and constant attacks from 
possessed possums, the year has been very enjoyable. Thank you 
to everyone in the tower. 
Wei Li Teh and Nicholas Jorgensen 
Colleen DONOVAN G101 Kuni OTANI G407 
Ian ANGELL G102 Anna WU G408 
Briony LEO G103 Yosuke NEMOTO G409 
Ping Wei TAN G104 Siddharth RAO G410 
Peter KILBY G105 David CASPAR G501 
Fergus PARKER G106 Mark TURKENBURG G502 
Hui Ting CHUAH G107 Allison SMITH G503 
Melissa BOWTELL G108 Saskia BOXEM G504 
Daniel YEOW G109 Nick YATES G505 
Marcus WONG G110 Gareth CUMMINS G506 
Jo ff MANNING G111 Sheila NGUYEN G507 
Jo FARAGE G112 Jasmine BOO G508 
Masataka KUDO G201 Minori OKADA G509 
Wei Li TEH G202 Lesley ASHBURN G510 
Hallie SIMONS G203 Anmol SAWLANI G511 
Clair COLLINS G204 David F LET CHER G512 
Jia LEE G205 
Akiko NAKAI G206 
Nicholas JORGENSEN G207 
Sergio USS ONE G301 
Fiona MACDONALD G302 
Richard HOWDEN G303 
Nobu ITO G304 
Elaine TAN G305 
Sally MARTIN G306 
�� . 
JOYCE G307 
om1 MACKIEWICZ G308 
ed MOHAMED RIZA G309 
SWAN G310 
LUO G311 
HOLGATE G401 
Lara LABZIN G402 
Jenny BIRD G403 
ANDREWS G404 
LEW G405 
SIH G406 
=
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Being SR of H tower has been absolutely wonderful and it is the 
best tower in all of IH. Now, I am not going to make such lame and 
sweeping statements. Each tower is as unique as every other tower. 
My term as Senior Resident of H tower has not been exactly a bed 
of roses. I have endured a fair share of thorns as well. Nevertheless, 
it's all-good and I have indeed enjoyed myself immensely. Not only 
is H tower home to 22 distinct individuals, it has also accommodated 
several gatherings and parties; not to mention savoury smells 
lingering right outside my door, in the common room kitchen. 
I would like to make the most of this opportunity to thank all my close 
friends living in the tower for all their encouragement, support and 
help. A big thanks to the residents who were ever so enthusiastic 
in tower activities and in giving me ideas to improve the tower. 
A special thank you to Michael Read for his kind contributions 
in making our common room a lot more appealing. Thanks to all 
those residents who surfaced once in a while and reminded us that 
they were still a part of the tower. Special thanks also go out to the 
"phantoms" of the tower, who never bothered to turn up for any 
activity nor bother to socialize with fellow H residents, for making my 
role as SR a challenge; for what is life without challenges. 
Thank you, thank you, thank you .. . to one and all. Next year, 
everyone is going to be everywhere. Circumstances may change, 
but not memories; and I hope your memories of H tower have been 
sweet. 
Best Regards 
Giri 'the Guru" Subramaniam 
Well, like most other things, this round-up is done at the very last 
minute so forgive me if I have left anything out. 
It is 6p.m. on a Thursday and the weekly SR meeting has started. 
One of the first things I hear is complains about my residents. This 
starts the process of having to talk to my residents first and if the 
problem can't be solved on that level, then we bring it to the tower 
and if that proves unfruitful, then it is back to the office once again. 
This happens quite often to I tower and makes my life just a little bit 
more interesting. 
Music, Pitch, Tone or Just Plain Noise? 
Just take noise complaints as an example. A call at 3a.m. does not 
bother me anymore. Well, that's part of a college experience, which 
we all signed up for .. . but communal living means that you have to 
be considerate as well, and that just does not apply to everybody. 
Neighbours could be a good thing but sometimes you just want to 
get rid of them especially if they chat in the common hallway until the 
wee hours of the morning. 
A little hard of hearing .. . well, that's an understatement in this 
tower . .. there are those whom you wonder if they are hearing 
impaired or just plain inconsiderate (the tv situation in the common 
room). I guess this is not as big of an issue as the toilets. The fifth 
floor has had a Mr. Sprinkles living on their floor. Target practice 
needs to be implemented in the 0-Week activities. 
Riiiinnnngggg!!!fflff! Riiiinnnngggg!!!!!!!!! 
Sometimes, things should not be taken so seriously. A drawing of 
the 'meat and two veg', (as my brother puts it so eloquently), on the 
white board should be seen as a masterpiece and not be pondered 
upon as to why it was done or what should be done to counter the 
problem. There are more important things to deal with in this world. 
All I can say is that there are children who are dying from starvation. 
Like a Fish 
Like most college students, drinking is just what has to be done. It is 
on most resident's "To Do Lists". I am proud to say that residents in 
my tower have set a new record to a drinking challenge where they 
drank for fourteen days (or was it more)? But sometimes drinking 
can make people do silly and dangerous things. I can't believe 
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how much some people can actually endure. Puking on someone's 
toothbrush and then leaving it there is just plain rude. The gardener's 
have complained that glass bottles have been found on the grounds 
around I Tower. Where could they be falling from? Heaven? 
Living in a Pig Sty 
In almost every tower report, there were pleas to get people to clean 
up after themselves. The kitchen's cutlery, plates etc are regularly 
found in the area surrounding the sink. Nobody has to wash their 
dishes .. . all they have to do is take them back to the kitchen. Some 
of us are just luckier than others. At home, there is someone 
cleaning up after us. However, does your domestic helper or mother 
clean your A-hole after you s**t? Serving in the military might be a 
simple solution to all these problems. 
However . . .  
I guess every tower has to  have its fair share of  phantoms, 
inconsiderate baboons, ken dolls, a Mr. Sprinkles, genuinely great 
people and those who simply just need to feel a little happy ever 
so often (grass is always greener on the other side). But well, my 
year would not have been as colourful if I did not come into contact 
with such personalities. It would have been less draining but not as 
fulfilling. So on that note, I wish all the 2004 1 -Towerians, the best of 
luck in their future endeavours. 
Cheers & Beers, 
The sleep-deprived SR who just needs to graduate and be given a 
break. 
Rosanne Gomez 
 
 
It's been a fun and productive year for J and K. An outsider would 
assume that the self-catered towers are the more mature and 
sophisticated side of college - yeah right! The reality is that most 
of the residents on this side of college get up to more mischief 
and mayhem then undergrad residents. But in the interests of 
maintaining a good image, I'll leave those stories out. Tower potlucks 
and pizza nights were a pleasure for me to attend, and to get to 
know the great bunch of friendly people I have been living with 
- exceptions of course to the rowdy med students taking over J 2nd 
and self-proclaiming it their common room! Luckily their trusty SRs 
were there to keep them in control. 
The only problem was figuring out who the SR for K tower was 
- Tim, Toby, Gary? Although they couldn't figure this one out, their 
intelligence was clearly demonstrated by solving the mystery of 
the bright red undies. Sadly most people will be leaving the grand 
towers of J and K, but a few will remain to retell the stories of 2004. 
Thanks for the memories J and K, and best wishes in your future 
endeavours. 
Gary Moody 
•
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If we have learnt anything at all this year 
(and I'm not saying that we have), it was 
that cultural life was alive and well at IH! We 
were fortunate enough to have some shining 
stars in most of the cultural disciplines, and 
these people led the way for the rest of us, 
not so talented but still eager, residents that 
resulted in a strong showing for IH in the 
ICC competition this ·year, with lots of fun 
along the way. 
First up was debating ... most people 
attending the debates will recall witnessing 
Maja 'Roaring Engine' Doma rip the 
opposition to shreds with her quick wit and 
infallible logic, all the while re-enacting 
the lyrics to 'Eye of The Tiger' in her head. 
Our celebrated Debating Mentor, she was 
able to guide the rest of the team (Andrew 
'Futurama' Morphy, Pia 'Bandiest' Kotai and 
Bri 'Makeshift Office' Leo) and cunningly 
devise strategies and arguments which saw 
us only narrowly lose to St Johns (aka Dirty 
Jabbas) in the first debate. 
The following weeks saw IH robbed of 
victory by a misogynistic Union team (though 
still claiming a moral victory) and also a loss 
to some so lid, though uninspired, Kings 
boys. The hard work and sexual favors paid 
off, however, when we triumphed over Grace 
on our home turf, surrounded by scores of 
proud, though startled, IH r�sidentst It was 
a magical feeling, thdugh unfortunately too 
little too late and we failed to progress to the 
next round, where fame and fortune would 
have surely been found in abundance. Now 
repeat after me ... 'It's the eye of the tiger, it's 
the thrill of the fight.. 
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Choralfest was another highlight of 
the cultural year, with Fiona 'Rev-Beg' 
Macdonald conducting our enthusiastic 
choir in a stirring rendition of 'Praise His 
Holy Name' and 'May it Be', and Esben 
accompanying her on piano much to the 
delight of some obsessed Women's fans! 
We were also boosted by the beautiful 
Japanese Choir who performed a 
song before us, and despite simmering 
tensions between the alto and soprano 
section, and a temporary lack of male 
participants, our choir of almost twenty 
managed a fantastic effort against the 
other colleges, most of whom had around 
sixty people and professional conductors 
and accompaniments. We even solved 
the 'Jack of men' problem by getting some 
particularly deep-voiced Altos to sing the 
men's section in 'Praise His Holy Name' .. an 
unorthodox but effective solution, and only 
slightly disturbing. In the end, however, we 
had a great time and Fee did a fantastic job 
leading us ... with or without spirit fingers, it 
was great fun for all of us. 
Next on the Cultural agenda was probably 
the most hotly anticipated ICC event, a 
perve to end all perves . .Dancefest! The 
rumour that some colleges had begun 
practicing in the first 0-Week was unsettling 
for some of us, but Hannah pulled us 
together magnificently and, within a month, 
we had transformed into 1920s Chicago 
jailbait, doing backflips, flip-flops . .  and the 
spreadeagle' 
Her self-choreographed dance, to the song 
'He Had It Coming' from 'Chicago', was 
a triumph on the night, missing out on 3'd 
place by a heartbreaking 2% but proving our 
obvious natural superiority to those who had 
spent all year rehearsing! 
I think all of the participants will agree that 
it was a great experience ... despite our 
dance being cruelly nicknamed 'Muff-Fest' 
because of its .. ahem ... graphic nature. 
Highlights included the mass 'air-hump' 
midway through the song, filing the legs of 
the chairs down so we could stand on them 
and, most memorably, Joff's last minute 
drag-queen appearance (and subsequent 
crowd favourite status). Congratulations to 
Hannah for a great job, and thank you to all 
those little Muffs who cheered us on! 
Throughout the year we had Variety Night 
and Kickback Night, showcasing the 
questionable talents of 'The Super Yellow 
Presbyterian Vaginas', God and Yuri, Eddie, 
Matto, Fletch and his bad jokes, The Coast, 
piano virtuoso Ryu and memorable others. 
A special mention must also go to Maja and 
God, who received the Janet and Steve 
awards for their work throughout the year. 
Well done you two. That's about it for the 
year - congratulations should also go to 
Wendy and Melissa for their entries in the 
ICC Art Competition and to the competitors 
in the Public Speaking Competition, and of 
course to the amazing Akiko who thrilled us 
in College Idol and placed a close second; 
her rendition of 'My Heart Will Go On' was 
so beautiful that audience members were 
heard begging her to have their babies! 
On that note, it has been an unforgettable 
year and IH has shown its true spirit and 
enthusiasm, both with its participants and 
spectators in the cultural events, and we 
thank you for it! Best of luck to Wendy 'Bride 
of Manfred' Maltby for next year - hopefully 
it can be just as fun as this year has been, 
with even more great achievements and 
memories for us to treasure long after we 
leave IH. 
Briony Leo 
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Wehelll, despite the ideas that other colleges 
may have formed of IH and their sporting 
abilities .. . we all know much better ... don't 
we? 
ICC sport kicked off to an amazing start with 
Tim powering home in the 200m freestyle 
to not only beat, but to destroy, demolish, 
demoralise the rest of the field. Yep, people 
from outside IH are still talking about that 
one ... IH also won the 50m breastroke with 
Amy ... but the silly officials disqualified us 
because she swam freestyle ... pfff, what 
would they know! 
Our amazing netball girls drew crowds 
of support and finished the season with 
a respectable placing of 61h. It was also 
the origin of the now well known IH cry: 
"Even if we do not win, you're shit shit" 
Cricket closely followed and with it, a sports 
star made her mark!! Yes, Carley Lauder 
- the champion bowler ... wow, you should 
have seen it. .. as she tensed for her pre­
delivery pose and then before we knew it, 
three people were out! ! Whether she was 
fast bowling or spin bowling, we'll never 
know ... she'.11 erobably never know ... but it 
sure worked!' 
Picture black and g�ld �weaty, sunburnt and 
dehydrated bodies and you'll be picturing 
IH at the touch footie carniv�I this year! But 
don't just remember the pain ... remember 
Jarrah 'Spartan' Young kicking a ball into 
a girl's face, hey, desperate times call for 
desperate measures ... and Amir 'not quite as 
agile as I thought' Faour who broke his collar 
bone in this amazing forward flip . 
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Ok, so maybe you should just remember the 
pain .. 
The boys did very well in their tennis, 
placing 4'h overall and going on to become 
the most successful of the male IH teams. 
Again, with an overall placing of 4'", the 
soccer team was the most successful 
female IH squad. This dynamic team got 
off to a slow start but hey, by the end we 
were kicking some serious ass, I mean 
by the time we were scheduled to play 
Union, they were too scared to turn up! ! 
So major congrats to the millions who 
made up the girls' soccer team. 'A warning 
to Johns, Emmanuel and Women's cos 
next year girlies, you're going down! ! '  The 
men's soccer team also presented a tough 
challenge to all opponents and proved that 
they were not all dressed just to go down 
without a fight. 
The IH softball team or should I say ... 
"Team ANIHILATION" came a very gallant 
'not last'. I'm pretty sure this was due 
to our immensely intimidating names: 
"Chainsaw, Wild Boar, Terminator, Bulldozer, 
Bonecrusher, Piranha, Ferrari, Spartan, 
Butch, Crocodile and who can forget. .. 
Meganza with those amazing catches! ! "  If 
ICC gave points for cheering - IH would 
kill 'em, hands down!! Oh and bye the 
way, don't get on the wrong side of Bree 
"Chainsaw" Joyce .. . she can throw balls 
really, really hard ... mmm, just something to 
think about!! 
Athletics was awesome this year too! With 
the very talented Kaylin out jumping all 
competition and Sheila - the dynamo - too 
quick for most, the IH gals Athletics team 
placed 5'hl! Huge congratulations to Colleen, 
Jessie, Al, Bree, Bri, Fi and Tracey who also 
contributed to a fantastic day!! 
Thanks to everyone who participated in IH 
sport this year. Congratulations to everyone 
who received awards. Without all of you 
Sport just wouldn't be as fun! ! 
Luv Zoe Samuels & Michael Blenkin 
P.S. Those other colleges better watch their back 
'cos I've a feeling we're building up to something 
HUGE!! 
•
Sportspersons Of The Year 
Bree Joyce, Alex Maskiell 
ICC Nominations 
1.Allison Smith (Basketball) 
2. Bree Joyce (Softball) 
3.Hallie Simons (Soccer) 
4.Jarrah Young (Netball) 
5.Kaylin Seiver (Katheryn Viau) (Athletics) 
6.Lauren Banning (Hockey) 
7.Lindsay Staples (Volleyball) 
8. Romi Mackiewicz (Touch Football) 
9.Tim Hawgood (Swimming) 
1 O.Alex Maskiell (Volleyball) 
11.Nobu Ito (Soccer) 
12.Michael Blenkin (Touch) 
13.Sid Rao (Basketball) 
14.Willard (Tennis) 
• 
Half Blues (four or more sports) 
1.Andrea Posada 
2.Briony Leo 
3.Carley Lauder 
4.Colleen Donovan 
5.Fiona MacDonald 
6.Jessie McNaught 
?.Josephine Clapham 
8.Larisa Labzin 
9.Lesley Ashburn 
10.Megan Andrews 
11.Sheila Nguyen 
12.Zoe Samuels 
13.Steve Van Der Valk 
14.Gideon Luo 
Full Blues (ICC nom +four/more sports) 
1. Allison Smith 
2. Bree Joyce 
3. Jarrah Young 
4. Romi Mackiewicz 
5. Alex Maskeill 
6. Michael Blenkin 
�Oc.�Q. �e.-pc>� Pictures speak a thousand words ... 
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Soiree l004-
3000 people, 2 stages, hours of 
entertainment, 1 giant snake, 1 OOOs of 
pretzels and .. no beer? Was Soiree 2004 
doomed to be remembered as the worst in 
history? 
Thursday the 5'" of August: (2 days to 
Soiree). All seemed to be at peace with the 
world, life was fine, the sun was shining 
except for the ominous cloud looming in 
the eastern sky. A mobile rang. Something 
was wrong. There was (slow motion voice) 
NOOOOOOO BEEEEEEEEER! ! Panic set 
in. Lara started to cry, Eddie to piss himself, 
literally. Matty tried.to hide beneath a thin 
veneer of "it'll be fine". The evil spirits had 
decided to finally wreak th�ir revenge on 
the success of Soiree. Cust6ms impounded 
our Beer. 70 out of 80 cartoris of beer 
were sitting happily on a boat destined for 
Northern Siberia. Actually they were just 
at the docks, but for the grieving Soiree 
convenors, it may as well have been . 
• 
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In true Housie Spirit we found what was 
most important to us. After endless faxes, 
customs finally came through and on with 
one day to go, the Beer safely arrived, into 
our waiting, welcoming coldroom. Tomorrow 
the day we had awaited for would arrive. 
The sweet aroma of Bulgogi and Boerwors 
filled the air. Overhead Manfred, the 
multicoloured giant snake, surveyed his 
domain, making sure everything was in 
place. On the main stage the crazy antics 
of the coloured men and can-can girls 
excited the crowd. Whilst on the second 
stage cool tunes contributed to the day's 
laid-back ambience. The people came, the 
beer flowed, and the day quickly passed 
by. To describe Soiree 2004 as merely 
another multicultural festival would be an 
understatement. 
Despite the many hardships that we faced, in the end Soiree 2004 
was an overwhelming success. It is a credit to all International 
House Residents without whom we would have been two crazy 
people with little more than a dream. In particular we'd like to thank 
our committee. We owe you everything for the excellent job you all 
did in setting such a high benchmark for future Soirees'. Thank you 
also to every resident who came down to help (forced or willing) with 
food preparation, Manfred stuffing, chalking, postering, or just plain 
assistance. It is amazing that a bunch of drunken uni students can 
somehow manage to work together to create an event that is truly 
inspiring. A simple thanks will never be enough . 
. . 
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In 2005, Soiree will go beyond being simply a college piss up and 
transform into a multicultural extravaganza for the whole Brisbane 
community. 
At Soiree .. . This Saturday .. Free Entry. 
Eddie And Lara 
•
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IH has had a great year within the ICC, 
with some sporting feats but mainly a lot 
of fun and a great dance lest and choir 
crew. College idol was new addition to the 
calendar this year and I was happy to see a 
big IH turn out to support Akiko. 
For those of you that went I'm sure you 
remember the fun times at the ICC night tour 
of Brisbane , which had 700 enthusiastic 
college students attend. But this was only 
a warm up to the ICC ball and recovery. 
Basically 1 OOO college students having 
a phenomenal time meeting new people 
at a very random venue, a mini castle. 
Congratulations to Romi, Steve, Bri and 
Maja on their completed challenges. 
I hope you all had a great time at the events 
organized by the ICC and hope that there is 
even a larger IH presence at them next year! 
ICC VP 2004 
Jarrah Young 
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HELLO, MY NAME IS NADINE ZANDRA 
FERNANDEZ! I was the Cross-Cultural 
Convenor of 2004. My duty basically was 
to integrate some form of communication 
between the students seeing as to how we 
ALL come from various different countries. 
In other words, help ii'] bringing peace, 
understanding and friendship between the 
East side and the West side. As the Cross­
Cultural Convenor, I have had an Easter Egg 
Hunt, Mi Goreng Fest, helped with Soiree 
dinner and basically co-chose the winners of 
the IHAC Awards. Taking a stab in the dark, I 
would say that IHAC stands for International 
House Achievements Ceremony. 
The budget also goes to funding all the 
Bara-khanas. Looking back at what I have 
done, I would say that I wouldn't have done 
anything different except to have held 'Holi' 
at the beginning of the year and maybe 
organize a trip to the Steve Irwin Zoo. It was 
great working with the General Committee 
this year and may IH always see such 
teamwork and commitment, if not more. 
Thank You. 
Nadine Ferhanc!ez 
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Shop this year was a lot of fun (especially 
from my side of the counter). Blake, the 
self-proclaimed Shop God, approached the 
godly status with his show up rate (greater 
than 85%, that's a 7! ! ! ). The swapping of 
Eddie (occasional Shop Dude) for Martin 
(Shop Beard) proved popular, as no one 
served by Martin ever seemed to be 
shortchanged! Highlights of the year would 
be the "STRIP FOR SHOP" campaign, with 
almost half of the college showing up to 
see their fair share of skin, and prices have 
been kept down whilst managing to come 
out fairly even! ' !  All in all, I think we had a 
great year. 
Yours Sincerely, 
David Fletcher (SHOP STUD!!!) 
Charity . . .  When the word comes into mind, 
people will be thinking poor, sick, and 
BORING . .. But it does feel good when you 
know that you have participated or helped 
out in any way to make the unfortunate feel 
better or donated money to help them cope. 
This year in IH, there were major events like 
Shave For A Cure and Forty Hour Famine. 
PLUS, there is an extra charity box at the 
bottom of G-tower! 
Shave for a cure was held in the first 
semester; getting people to shave, dye and 
wax their ooooohhhh so hairy man legs .. 
Many people helped out; some by setting 
up the place and others by their generous 
monetary donations to motivate participants 
to do the tasks that they bravely proclaimed 
to do. And a big thank you to those who 
had their legs shaved and waxed, had their 
body hair painfully waxed, hair dyed in crazy 
colours and heads shaved. It was added fun 
with bewildered people gathering around, 
anticipating how one is going to look after 
their shave or dye. Just looking at those 
guys with waxed legs and bodies leaves you 
confused as to whether you should laugh 
or cry. 
In the second semester, 40 hour famine was 
held. Participants went without solid food for 
the entire FOU RTY HOU RS, and abstained 
from doing the things they normally do. For 
example, smoking, playing computer games, 
TV, mee goreng, and the likes. And boy did 
the money come pouring in. Particiapants 
did door-knocks as a means of raising 
money for a noble cause and it was really 
fun to discover that those hard-to-reach 
'phantoms' are indeed a charitable bunch. 
Hehe . . .  
Charity in I H involves a lot of participation 
and thank god for the abundance of good 
hearts found in this awesome college, willing 
to help out in some capacity. Good on you' 
Charity events this year thus have raised a 
fair bit of money towards the needy. It does 
not make a big difference to us anyway, but 
a lifetime of gratitude and appreciation will 
come from the needy. So there goes. Keep it 
going. . Make the world a better place' 
Suzanne Hieu and Giri Subramaniam 
•
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You know, there comes a time in every 
young man or woman's life when they must 
face their destiny. That time, my friends, 
was 0-Week. Winner or loser? Extreme? 
Not extreme. Covered in flour and shaving 
cream? Not covered in flour and shaving 
cream. The choice was yours. And we are 
proud to say that most of IH answered to 
our challenge and spent both 0-week 1 
and 0-Week Reloaded in a weird kind of 
hedonistic bliss. Here is a quick run-down of 
the highlights and lo;"'lights ... of the weeks.
The. Po..rtie.s 
Hawaiian 
The very first night of the year, and the 
memories abound: sexually explicit limbo, 
dirty dancing and new and beautiful 
relationships formed and broken in the 
space of several hours . 
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The Night Tour of Brisbane 
Spectacular attendance, spectacular night, 
spectacular venues! There was some 
terrible dancing and great friendships 
formed that night, and most of us made it 
home in time to catch the 4am bus up to Mt 
Cootha to eat breakfast and see the sun rise 
over Brisbane. 
Pajama 
Characterized by the senseless violation 
of cardboard sheep, as well as vodka yaks 
and a choreographed mass dance off to MC 
Hammer. 
Overnight Stay 
We're still pleasantly surprised that 
nobody went missing in the huge dam that 
surrounded our venue . .. activities included 
raft-building, disappearing into the bushes, 
climbing the rafters, campfire songs, beach 
soccer, wife sharing, sandwich eating 
competitions and pillow fights. 
Changeover Dinner with Cromwell 
and Grace 
IH triumphed over these colleges in this 
alcohol-free event, hiring sumo suits for 
wrestling matches and hosting an 80's 
themed party that was an unqualified 
success. 
The. Soc. ia.. 1 1)' Re.spol"\.S ib le. 
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City Rally 
Intended to be a way of showing newbies 
around Brisbane, this event was real ly a 
vehicle for promoting sexual innuendo and 
outing the anarchist in all of us! A certain 
first year male trekked from Fortitude Valley 
to Southbank dressed in a fedora and pink 
polka dotted sundress, a German and a 
country girl engaged in a screaming match 
in Turkish on the train and a second year 
female notched up over 100 unsolicited 
hugs from strangers! 
Adventure Quest 
To see dozens of IH residents running 
around covered in shaving cream, baby 
oil and flour is maybe the greatest thing 
ever. Their tasks included finding their 
way through a string maze, public nudity, 
serenading a drag queen, bobbing for 
apples and drinking a vomitous concoction 
including Tabasco sauce, juice, worstershire 
sauce and garlic. 
That's about it. We hope you had as much 
fun as we did, and thank you to everyone 
who got into it and made us proud to say 
'Yes, I am from IH. Now pass me that 
cardboard sheep and put on some MC 
Hammer!' 
Bri Leo & Jarrah Young 
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Well, at first, the food committee consisted 
of Wendy Maltby, Tim K. and Rosanne 
Gomez. Unfortunately, Tim left IH after the 
first semester. It has been an enjoyable 
experience working with June and Paul. 
Deciding what to have for our Bara Khanas 
was the most enjoyable part of being on the 
Food Committee. We still remember our 
best dessert .. . it was without a doubt, the 
Pecan Pie. Yummy! There were stressful 
times when we thought we would not have 
the dining hall set up in time for the Bara 
Khanas but all was good in the end, with the 
help from the kitchen staff as well as a few 
very supportive residents who were always 
there to lend a hand. To those people (you 
know who you are), thanks so much for all 
your help for we would not have been able 
to do the stuff we did without your help. 
Cheers & Beers, 
Wendy and Rosanne 
• 
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On 29th October 2004, G-Tower lawn 
came alight for International House's 
annual Valedictory Dinner. Celebrating 
the achievements of Rosanne, God, Jo-
Jo, Bjorn, and Nobu, the ambience could 
not have been any better. With the sweet 
reggae sounds of 'The Drews Crew', a 
delicious smorgasbord put on by the kitchen 
and some very memorable toasts, the 
evening was like a fairytale. (except without 
the fairies and instead drunken residents 
laughing to the stories of our valedictees. ) A 
big thanks must go to June from the Office, 
the kitchen staff, Sarah, and Wendy. A 
special thanks to Wendy for 'decorating' the 
C-Tower first floor stairwell. Congratulations 
again to our five valedictees (and Roy). 
International House will not be the same 
without you. We'll miss you. 
Eddie 
Be discovered by a record company Akiko Nakai 
Scare small children David Casper 
Write a musical masterpiece Esben Kolind 
Become IH director Eddie Harran 
Create a virus of bad jokes Joseph Carroll 
Get sponsored by a tennis company Willard Hui 
Run from the Law Justin Holgate 
Remember your name in fifty years Nathan Walk 
Be part of an underground MSN crime syndicate Gary Moody 
Win a Marathon Laura Rowland 
Run a sound engineering company Jackson Stigwood 
Win an Oscar Joff Manning 
Streak at a professional sporting event Andrew Hodson 
Run a fashion label Emma Hiscock 
Lead a techno parade in Germany Matt Mcinerney 
Bring the toasted cheese sandwich to the masses Harsh Saraogi 
Grace the society pages Lauren Banning 
Become a penguin keeper Nicholas Jorgensen 
Appear in the reference list of your children's Uni papers Martin Leslie 
Get a restraining order from the Cat Empire Fiona MacDonald 
Run for parliament for a left wing party Billy Thomas 
Marry a man with a poodle Jarrah Young 
Be the king of Canto-pop Gideon Luo 
Carley Lauder 
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International House 
The first International House, International 
House New York, opened its doors in 1924. 
Kanyana 
Derived from a word from an Aboriginal 
dialect meaning 'the meeting place'. It first 
hit the IH scene in 1967. 
The Story Of Shop . . .  
The project was started in March 1966 
after the then "portable shop" which simply 
constructed of a steel cabinet was raided 
and all the cash stolen from the till together 
with some goodies. Police were called in, 
fingerprints were taken, but no sweet thief 
was caught. It was therefore a necessity to 
have a more secure and permanent shop. 
The matter was referred to the 1 .H. Board of 
Governors (B. O.G.) ,  which as usual, found 
the construction by professional builders 
uneconomical but would be prepared to give 
some financial assistance to the Student 
Club. A mining engineering student named 
• 
Dick Hinde then volunteered himself as 
architect, project coordinator, carpenter, 
painter, labourer etc . .. and started recruiting 
bricklayers, carpenters and electricians. 
Permission was also obtained from the 
B.O.G. for the construction of a wine cellar, 
which made International House the first 
college to have a cellar on the University 
of Queensland campus. (Cellar has since 
been shut down). After nearly four months 
of painstaking night and weekend shifts the 
project was finally completed. It is much of 
a pleasure to see that after all these years 
of operation , Shop is still standing strong 
against the abusive actions of some hungry 
customers and of rowdy crowds 
(Adapted from an article by Nguyen Quang 
Due in Kanyana '72.) 
"My dad is the most succe
ssful . ,,
businessman in all of North 
America 
_ Steve, once again. 
"You're too cool for s
chool 
and I am a damn lose
r!"
_ Carley Lauder 
" I 'm alway
.
s eating junk food! I th ink I 've got an eating disorder! "  _ 
Anna McGlennon 
"Arf Arf Arf, Woof, 
Woof, Woof' - Da vid 
'Germany' Caspar 
- Briony Leo 
"I want to FU*& Felicia! ! !"
_ A very drunk and a very 
attached 
Ryuichi Dunphy 
"Sshhh .. . I am going to plant a bomb in the 
dining room tonight" - Amir Faour 
"Stop hitting on me boy
s. I got a boyfriend 
with dreadlocks" - Emma 
Hiscock 
"I can take on all of you guys and beat 
you all to pulp" - Steve van der Vaalk 
" I 'm cool simply because I am Colo
mbian" 
" I 'm a sexy beast. You know you want m 
I ' l l  give it to you country style" 
e. 
- Joseph Carrol 
- Daniel 'GOO ' 
Macgregor 
"Muahahahaha Bruahahaha" 
- Carlos Rincon 
"You know, someti
mes, 
1 just want to FU*&" 
"Oh My God, I have got so much 
work to do, I have to .. . .  blah blah 
blah" - A familiar refrain from 
Hannah Rayner _ To
nya Goldberg 
.. 1 got the worl
d's 
biggest forear
m"
_ Gideon Luo 
II 
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That brotherhood may prevail, 
And our homes everywhere be blessed. 
�+e.�ho�Q. 
�AA<:e. 'fie.cl�
As light begets light, so love, 
Friendship and goodwill are passed 
From one to another 
We who have come from many nations 
To live in fellowship 
At International House we promise 
To pass the light wherever we go. 
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